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Proactive Integrity Reviews 

 
Mandate: 
 
The Anticorruption Policy of the Asian Development Bank (ADB) requires all parties, including 
borrowers, beneficiaries, bidders, consultants, suppliers, contractors, and ADB staff to observe 
the highest ethical standards when participating in ADB-related activities. The Policy supports 
ADB’s obligation, in accordance with Article 14 (xi) of the Agreement Establishing the Asian 
Development Bank, to ensure that the proceeds of ADB financing are used only for intended 
purposes.  
 
The Office of Anticorruption and Integrity (OAI) conducts proactive integrity reviews (PIRs), to 
help prevent, and detect indicators of, integrity violations (i.e., fraud, corruption, collusion, 
coercion, abuse, conflict of interest, and obstruction).  
 
 
Objective: 
 
A PIR identifies and assesses project integrity risks through the (i) examination of processes, 
procedures, and documentation related to procurement, financial management, and contract 
implementation/management, and (ii) inspection of project outputs. Where necessary, OAI 
recommends enhancements to mitigate or eliminate opportunities for integrity violations. 
 
OAI conducts follow-up reviews on selected PIRs to (i) assess the implementation progress 
of the PIR recommendations, and (ii) assist the executing/implementing agencies and ADB in 
implementing any remaining recommendations. 
 
A PIR is neither an investigation nor an evaluation to assess development effectiveness of 
ADB funded projects. It does not review project outcomes or development impact, which can 
only be assessed after the completion of a project. However, OAI’s mandate is underpinned by 
ADB’s zero tolerance for integrity violations. Any suspected violation of ADB’s Anticorruption 
Policy is assessed in accordance with ADB’s Integrity Principles and Guidelines (2015). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
By making any designation of or reference to a particular territory or geographic area in this 
document, the Asian Development Bank does not intend to make any judgments as to the legal 
or other status of any territory or area.  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
The Office of Anticorruption and Integrity (OAI) of the Asian Development Bank (ADB) conducted 
a proactive integrity review (PIR) of the Armenia-Georgia Border Regional Road (M6 Vanadzor- 
Bagratashen) Improvement Project in Armenia. OAI commenced the PIR in July 2020 with 
fieldwork conducted remotely between August and September 2020, and utilized local consultants 
in Yerevan, Armenia.  
 
Background 
 
The project aims to improve trade and transportation through the rehabilitation of 90 km of the 
regional link between Armenia and Georgia. The project supports improvement of the transport 
system, which is one of the country’s priorities, as reflected in the Armenian Development 
Strategy (2014-2025). The estimated project cost is $118.4 million, funded by ADB, the 
Government of Armenia and the European Investment Bank (EIB). ADB funds and administers 
the 51.5 km section of the M6 Vanadzor – Bagratashen regional road (Loan 3449-ARM). EIB 
cofinanced and administered the remaining 38.5 km of the road. The executing agency (EA) is 
the Ministry of Territorial Administration and Infrastructure (MTAI). The implementing agency (IA) 
is “Road Department” State Non-Commercial Organization (Road Department) that handles the 
day-to-day administration of the project. 
 
The review covered four selected contracts amounting to $25.59 million (97% of the total value of 
contracts awarded) and disbursements of $10.21 million (87% of total disbursements), pertaining 
to the period from the project inception up to 15 July 2020. Project outputs were not inspected 
due to restrictions caused by the COVID-19 pandemic.  
 
Results 
 
In general, controls, processes and systems are in place to mitigate project integrity risks. The 
review resulted in one high-risk rated finding and two medium-risk rated findings, that require 
action and stakeholder attention when assessed against the core pillars of integrity: (i) 
transparency; (ii) fairness; and (iii) accountability and control. The high-risk finding is summarized 
below and presented in detail in the main report under section PR-1. OAI discussed the 
preliminary findings with the MTAI and the Road Department, and suitably incorporated their 
feedback into this report. 
 
Inadequate due diligence in bid evaluation. Notwithstanding ADB’s review and guidance, the 
bid evaluation committee (BEC) lacked diligence in evaluating different aspects of the bidders’ 
financial qualification in all three civil works contracts. While the deficiencies affect different 
aspects of the bid evaluation, these reflect the BEC’s lack of capacity in evaluating bidders’ 
financial qualification. 
 

(i) Average annual construction turnover (AACT). The BEC evaluated the bidders’ AACT 
based on total revenue declared in submitted bids. Based on public domain search, two 
bidders are potentially involved in other income producing activities, the turnover from 
which should have not been included in AACT. These activities would result in 
overstatement of the AACT and may have led to awarding of contracts to unqualified 
bidders. The activities included (i) investment, (ii) financial leasing, (iii) logistics, and (iv) 
winemaking. There was no evidence that the BEC performed validation or clarification 
on the composition of AACT of the two bidders, of which one was awarded with contract.       
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(ii) Credit line as part of bidders’ available financial resources. In two instances, the BEC 
accepted questionable credit lines as part of the bidders’ financial resources. These 
included credit lines that were conditional, appeared not qualifying as a credit line, or 
required other clarifications. Should the BEC have rejected these credit lines, that would 
result in disqualification of winning bidders for two civil works contracts.   

 
(iii) Financial statements with deficiencies. In evaluating the bidders’ financial qualifications, 

the BEC accepted financial statements with deficiencies. These included unaudited 
financial statements without the bidder’s authentication and validation, and financial 
statements with incomplete notes. The bidders were required to use the company stamp 
to authenticate and validate their financial statements, in case the statements were not 
audited. Meanwhile, the notes to financial statements are a part of the bid requirements 
that would allow the BEC to perform further validation of bidders’ qualification. 
Acceptance of bidders’ deficient financial statements may have resulted in awarding of 
contracts to unqualified bidders.  

 
OAI noted an instance where a bidder potentially misrepresented information in its bid 
submission. OAI has taken the matter into further consideration, following ADB’s Integrity 
Principles and Guidelines. 
 
The two medium-risk findings, discussed under PR-2 and PR-3 of the main report, concern the 
(i) BEC’s non-compliance to the bid requirements in bid evaluation, and (ii) inadequate 
management of procurement records. These findings did not affect the outcome of the bidding. 
OAI also noted four low-risk findings.  
 
Recommendations 
 
OAI recommends that the Road Department strengthens the project procurement processes to 
prevent recurrence of the findings and to enhance transparency, accountability and control. Areas 
to improve include the BEC’s diligence in the review of bidders’ financial qualifications, its strict 
compliance to the bid requirements, and full documentation in the bid evaluation report of 
considerations taken for the deviations in the bidders’ submissions. We recommend that the Road 
Department implements guidelines on document management to improve its procurement record 
management system. The Road Department, in collaboration with ADB’s Central and West Asia 
Department (CWRD), should conduct targeted trainings to mitigate the risks noted in this report. 
We also recommend ADB’s CWRD to extend the targeted and close supervision over specific 
procurement processes to the areas of the PIR findings.  
 
Concluding Remarks 
 
OAI recognizes the efforts of the Road Department for the project progress. Project funds appear 
well-managed, as the disbursements reviewed were accurate and supported. However, the 
review findings correlate with an increased integrity risk in procurement under this and future 
projects, if the areas of identified vulnerabilities are not timely and fully addressed. The lessons 
drawn from this PIR will strengthen the internal controls of the procurement process and will 
contribute to the prevention of losses of project funds posed by error or integrity violations.  
 
OAI commends the Road Department for the continued support in the review, especially during 
the time of the pandemic, and the positive reception to the PIR findings.  



 
 

I. OVERVIEW 
 

1. The Office of Anticorruption and Integrity (OAI) of the Asian Development Bank (ADB) 
conducted a proactive integrity review (PIR) of the Armenia-Georgia Border Regional Road (M6 
Vanadzor- Bagratashen) Improvement Project. OAI commenced the PIR in July 2020 with fieldwork 
conducted remotely from 3 August to 4 September 2020 and utilized local consultants in Yerevan, 
Armenia.1 
   
2. This report presents the results of the PIR of the project. OAI conducted the PIR to (i) identify 
and assess integrity risks in the project’s procurement and financial management, and (ii) 
recommend measures to mitigate or eliminate integrity risks to ensure that the project funds are 
used for the intended purposes.  
 
Project Background 

 
3. The project aims to improve trade and transportation through the rehabilitation of 90 km of 
the regional link between Armenia and Georgia. The project supports improvement of the transport 
system, which is one of the country’s priorities, as reflected in the Armenian Development Strategy 
(2014-2025). The estimated project cost is $118.4 million, funded by ADB, Government of Armenia 
and the European Investment Bank (EIB).2 ADB funds and administers 51.5 km of the M6 Regional 
Road in Armenia between Vanadzor and Bagratashen (bordering with Georgia). EIB cofinanced 
and administered the remaining 38.5 km of the road. The executing agency (EA) is the Ministry of 
Territorial Administration and Infrastructure (MTAI), which replaced the Ministry of Transport, 
Communication and Information Technologies in that role since 2019. The implementing agency 
(IA) that handles the day-to-day administration of the project had several reorganizations. Initially, 
the IA was the Transport Project Implementation Unit (TPIU) that conducted the preparatory 
activities of the project in 2016. TPIU was reorganized in 2017 to become the Transport Project 
Implementation Organization (TPIO), which handled the evaluation and awarding of the contracts 
included in the scope of the PIR. Currently, the IA is the “Road Department” State Non-Commercial 
Organization (Road Department), which replaced the TPIO in 2019. Table 1 summarizes the key 
details of the project. 
 

Table 1: Armenia-Georgia Border Regional Road (M6 Vanadzor- Bagratashen) 
Improvement Project - Project at a Glance 

 
 

Project title Armenia-Georgia Border Regional Road (M6 Vanadzor- Bagratashen) 
Improvement Project 

Total estimated 
financing cost 

$118.4 million 
 

Financing sources Asian Development Bank:  
 
Loan 3449-ARM: Armenia-Georgia 
Border Regional Road (M6 
Vanadzor-Bagratashen) 
Improvement Project: 
$50.0 million 
 

European Investment Bank: 
 
Loan: Armenia-Georgia Border 
Regional Road (M6 Vanadzor-
Bagratashen) Improvement Project: 
$56.4 million 

 
1  Due to restrictions posed by the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic, OAI conducted the fieldwork remotely 

to the extent possible, with the assistance of local consultants for aspects that would have no alternative for remote 
performance.     

2  ADB. 2016. Report and Recommendation of the President to the Board of Directors: Proposed Loan Armenia: 
Armenia-Georgia Border Regional Road (M6 Vanadzor-Bagratashen) Improvement Project. 
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Counterpart funding:  
$12.0 million 

Approval and effectivity 
dates 

28 October 2016; 24 April 2017 

Project outputs (1) Reconstruction of 51.5 km of the M6’s Vanadzor–Bagratashen section 
(2) Strengthening of the institutional capacity of the executing agency 

Executing and 
Implementing agencies 

EA: Ministry of Territorial Administration and Infrastructure (MTAI) 
IA: “Road Department” State Non-Commercial Organization 

EA = executing agency, IA = implementing agency. 
Source: Asian Development Bank (ADB). 24 Oct 2018. Project Data Sheet. Manila, Philippines  
 
Scope and Methodology 
 
4. As of the PIR cut-off date, eight contracts amounting to $25.59 million had been awarded.3 
Four contracts were selected for the review (97% of the total value of contracts awarded), 
comprising one consulting services contract and three civil works contracts, for the review of all 
procurement stages.  
 
5. Disbursements under the project amounted to $11.73 million and comprised payments 
under eight contracts including other operating expenses. OAI reviewed $10.21 million (87% of 
total disbursements) of contract-related payments.  

 
6. OAI (i) examined all stages of the procurement process and related documentation of the 
four contracts; (ii) verified the appropriateness of project disbursements and the related financial 
management documentation; and (iii) reviewed implementation reports,4 taking into account the 
potential compromise of project integrity as a result of weaknesses in accountability and control 
and threats to transparency and fairness.5 
 

II. RESULTS 
 
7. In general, controls, processes and systems are in place to mitigate project integrity risks.  
However, several areas require enhancements and attention of MTAI and the Road Department to 
further mitigate opportunities for integrity violations.  
 
8. Overall, sound financial management was demonstrated, as disbursements to contractors 
and consultants were generally supported and accurate. Also, the Road Department promptly 
provided the requested disbursement-related documentation to OAI, which demonstrates adequate 
books and records controls.  
 

 
3  OAI sampled transactions from the loan effectivity date, 24 April 2017 up to 15 July 2020, the PIR cut-off date. 
4  OAI did not inspect project outputs due to restrictions caused by COVID-19 pandemic.    
5  The three core principles of project integrity or ‘integrity pillars’ are: (i) Transparency (proper documentation of key 

decisions, public disclosure of project information, and protection of confidential information); (ii) Fairness (objective 
and reliable bidding process and requirements optimizing competition, impartial evaluation, and credible complaints 
mechanism); and (iii) Accountability and control (accurate and timely project accounting and reporting, eligibility of 
expenditures and timely payments, adherence to contract provisions, and adequate project oversight and 
management). 
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9. The review resulted in three findings on procurement with high and medium-risk ratings, 
specifically in bid evaluation and on retention of project documentation.6 The deficiencies noted 
undermine the fairness and accountability in the project’s procurement process. The details of the 
high and medium-risk findings, their risk implications and recommendations are presented in the 
succeeding paragraphs. Also, four low-risk findings were identified and communicated to the MTAI 
and the Road Department for consideration and corrective action as may be deemed necessary.  
 
High-Risk Findings 
   
10. PR-1: Inadequate due diligence in bid evaluation. Deficiencies in the level of diligence 
that the BEC exercised during bid evaluation, in particular, were related to the bidders’ financial 
situation and supporting documents. The deficiencies concerned the assessment of bidders’ 
average annual construction turnover (AACT), the evaluation of the credit lines as part of bidders’ 
available financial resources, and the reliance on deficient financial statements. The three sub-
findings are discussed in the succeeding paragraphs. 
 
11. PR-1.1: Breakdown of amount declared as AACT not considered. Bidders are required to 
meet a specific level of AACT to qualify for the bid.7 For three civil works contracts, there were two 
bidders, one of which was a winning bidder, who were potentially involved in activities not directly 
identified as construction works. Thereby the involvement in these activities may have affected the 
accuracy and adequacy of the bidders’ declared AACT and subsequently could have resulted in 
awarding of contracts to non-qualifying bidders.  

 
12. The activities of the bidders, the turnover for which should have not been included in AACT 
are listed below: 

 
• investment; 
• financial leasing; 
• logistics; and 
• winemaking. 

 
13. From the submitted bids of the two bidders, it is unclear whether the AACT declared in the 
bid forms included only the amounts pertaining to bidders’ construction turnover. There is no 
evidence that the BEC clarified from the two  bidders concerned the nature or the breakdown of 
AACT declared in submitted bid forms.8 The BEC’s lack of clarification from the bidders is 
accompanied by inadequate notes to financial statements from the bidders that could otherwise 
give the BEC reasonable information on the breakdown of bidders’ turnover.9 OAI was not able to 
determine the impact of the finding on the results of the bidding, due to the lack of information on 
the breakdown of the bidders’ AACT. 

 

 
6  Risks are defined as follows: (i) High: Immediate attention and prompt corrective action are required since failure to 

take action could result in major adverse impact on the Project and the reputation of ADB and the Government of 
Armenia. (ii) Medium: Action is required since failure to take action could result in negative consequences on the 
Project and the reputation of ADB and the Government of Armenia. (iii) Low: The finding may not negatively impact 
the Project and ADB’s reputation, yet any corrective actions will result in increased efficiencies. 

7  FIN-2 form described AACT as the annual turnover of a bidder or each member of a joint venture in terms of the 
amounts billed to clients for each year for work in progress or completed. It is calculated as the average of total 
certified payments received for contracts in progress or completed, within the last three years, and converted to US 
Dollars. 

8 The bid form pertained to FIN-2 form submitted by the bidders as part of bids. 
9 The inadequacy of notes to financial statements is further discussed in finding PR-1.3 in para. 18. 
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14. PR-1.2: Concerns on evaluation of credit lines. To qualify for the requirement on availability 
of financial resources, the bidders may include the amounts of credit lines, substantiated by the 
financial institution issuing the credit line.10 The PIR identified that the BEC accepted questionable 
credit lines from two bidders as part of their available financial resources.11 There was no evidence 
that the BEC clarified these concerns or performed further validation of the credit lines. The details 
of the two bidders’ credit line letters are discussed further in the succeeding paragraphs.  
 
15. For one civil works contract, the winning bidder submitted a letter from a bank for a credit 
line amounting to $6.3 million. The bidder aimed to augment the deficient working capital of one of 
the joint venture (JV) partners comprising the bidder to meet the bid qualification requirements. 
However, the credit line was conditional subject to the bank’s assessment of the JV partner’s 
creditworthiness in case the bidder wins the bid. Had the BEC rejected the credit line, the bidder 
would have been disqualified.    
 
16. The winning bidder for another civil works contract qualified for the financial resource 
requirement, where one of its JV partners had deficient working capital, net of contract 
commitments, that was augmented by credit lines from three banks aggregating to $28.6 million. 
Several items listed in the bank letters appeared to be subject to a condition, or would not qualify 
as a credit line.12 Had the BEC rejected these questionable items, the JV partner would have been 
disqualified for demonstrating deficient financial resources.13 Table 2 summarizes the questionable 
credit line amounts. 

 
Table 2: Summary of Recalculation of the JV Partner’s Credit Line 

 

Bank 
Amount of Credit 
Line as per Bank 

Letter  
Questionable Credit Line 

Amount 
Amount of Available 
Credit Line per OAI 

Recalculation 
Bank 1 $1,893,564 $1,786,764 $106,800 
Bank 2 8,925,000 8,500,000 425,000 
Bank 3 17,747,196 12,370,831 5,376,365 
Total $28,565,760 $22,657,595 $5,908,165 
 

 
17. PR-1.3: Evaluating the financial qualification of bidders using deficient financial statements. 
The bidding documents required the bidders to submit complete audited financial statements with 
notes pertaining to the previous three years. However, the BEC used deficient financial statements 
in the bid evaluation, as presented in the succeeding paragraphs.  

 
18. Several bidders did not provide complete notes to the financial statements for FY 2014, 
2015, 2016. This involved the winning bidders for two civil works contracts and two non-winning 
bidders for all the three civil works contracts. The notes to financial statements would allow the 
BEC to perform further validation of bidders’ qualifications.  

 

 
10 FIN-3 form described the requirement that credit line as part of a bidder’s financial resources should be supported by 

a letter from the bank issuing the line of credit. 
11 Available financial resources is calculated as the sum of a bidder’s working capital, credit line and other financial 

resources, net of current contract commitments and requirements of the contract.  
12 Examples of questionable credit line items pertained to a loan for a property lease, a revocable loan on advances for 

discounted invoices, an unsecured loan, and an expiring loan. 
13 The JV partner’s FIN-3 form indicated total credit line at $27.5 million, while the credit line from the three bank letters 

aggregated to $28.6 million.     
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19. In the prebid meeting, the IA clarified to the bidders that draft financial statements with the 
bidder’s official stamp would be acceptable as a supporting document for FY 2016 financial 
indicators.14 For one of the civil works contracts, the winning bidder submitted unaudited financial 
statements for one of its JV partners without such company stamp, contrary to the bid requirements. 
The absence of the JV partner’s stamp undermines the reliability of information in the submitted 
financial statements.  

 
20. There is no evidence that the BEC clarified or requested additional information on these 
deficiencies. The impact of the deficiencies in bidders’ financial statements on the bid results could 
not be determined.    
 
21. Notwithstanding ADB’s review of bid evaluation documentation and guidance under the 
prior review arrangements, the finding reflects the BEC’s lack of capacity to exercise diligence 
when evaluating financial qualification of bidders.  
 
22. Inadequate diligence in bid evaluation may lead to awarding of contracts to unqualified 
bidders or open opportunities for bidder misrepresentation, which undermines fairness and 
accountability in the procurement and may result in project losses.  

 
23. In one instance a bidder potentially misrepresented its financial information in relation to its 
financial qualification. OAI has taken the matter into further consideration, following ADB’s Integrity 
Principles and Guidelines. 
 
24. Recommendations. To minimize the reoccurrence of the findings identified and associated 
risks, the Road Department should improve the diligence of the BEC through targeted trainings for 
the BEC members and implement monitoring controls over the same. The Road Department, in 
collaboration with ADB’s Central and West Asia Department (CWRD), should organize the trainings 
preceding the new bidding processes and should ensure the participation of all BEC members. The 
Road Department should strongly encourage the BEC members to strictly follow the procedures 
and requirements when evaluating the bids, specifically when reviewing the bidders’ financial 
qualifications and the respective supporting documents. The Road Department should ensure that 
in the future procurements the BEC adequately documents in the bid evaluation report the 
considerations taken during bid evaluation. CWRD should extend the close supervision through 
targeted review of specific procurement documentation pertaining to the areas of the PIR findings, 
to ensure the quality of bid evaluation.            
 
Medium-Risk Findings 

 
25. PR-2: Incorrect evaluation procedure. The bidding documents set out the specifications 
of the proposed works, the bidding instructions and bidder qualification requirements, to guide the 
bidders in submitting bids and the BEC in evaluating those bids. There were instances where the 
BEC did not comply with the qualification requirements when evaluating bidders. Details are 
presented as sub-findings in the succeeding paragraphs.  
 

 
14 The implementing agency clarified the financial statement requirement during the prebid clarification meeting on 9 

February 2017. The minutes of prebid clarification meeting did not state the purpose for requiring the bidders’ stamp.  
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26.  PR-2.1: Concern on disqualification of a bidder. In one of the civil works contracts, the BEC 
disqualified a bidder on the incorrect basis that its bid security was issued to only one of the two 
JV partners that comprised the bidder. The BEC did not take into account that the bid security 
issued to one of the JV partners also recognized the consolidated responsibility for the other JV 
partner through a JV agreement. The bidder met the bid security requirements and the BEC should 
have not disqualified the bidder on these grounds. However, even if the BEC had accepted the bid 
security, the evaluation results would not change, as the bidder would still be non-qualifying for not 
meeting the financial resource requirement.  

 
27. PR-2.2: Evaluation of bidders’ financial qualification using incorrect financial statement 
period. In the prebid meeting, the IA clarified that bidders should provide financial information for 
FY 2014, 2015 and 2016.15 Whereas for all the civil works contracts reviewed, three of the non-
winning bidders submitted financial information for FY 2013, 2014 and 2015. During the evaluation, 
the BEC requested from the three bidders to provide financial statements for FY 2016, and two of 
the bidders provided. However, in the Technical Bid Evaluation Report the three bidders were still 
evaluated using financial information on FY 2013, 2014 and 2015.16 The two bidders would still 
qualify had the BEC evaluated them using the correct financial statements.  
      
28. PR 2.3: Evaluation of bidders’ financial qualification using consolidated financial 
statements. The bidding requirements specified that the bidder’s financial information, and not 
those of parent companies, subsidiaries or affiliates, should satisfy the financial qualification 
requirements. The BEC evaluated two non-winning bidders for all the three civil works contracts 
based on their consolidated financial statements. These bidders provided consolidated financial 
information in their bid forms and submitted both consolidated and stand-alone financial 
statements. Both bidders would still qualify even if the BEC used the stand-alone financial 
statements in the evaluation.   

 
29. The findings noted above reflect the deficiencies in the capacity of the BEC in evaluating 
bids, specifically on bidders’ financial qualifications and review of submitted documents.   
 
30. The non-compliance in bid evaluation did not affect the bid results for the contracts 
reviewed. However, they significantly undermined the fairness of the procurement process and, if 
left unaddressed, may lead to awarding of future contracts to unqualified bidders. 
 
31. Recommendation. The BEC should strictly apply the requirements of the bidding 
documents in evaluating the qualification of bidders. In collaboration with CWRD, the Road 
Department should conduct targeted trainings on bid evaluation, focusing on the correct application 
of bid requirements in the areas of the PIR findings. The trainings should involve all members of 
the BEC and should be organized prior to future procurement processes.  
 
32. PR-3: Inadequate procurement records management. The project procurement records 
were not maintained in a systematic manner and were not easily or timely retrieved during the 
review. After five weeks of fieldwork and one week after its closure, the Road Department 
requested for a two-week extension to provide additional documents and clarifications. Some 
documents remained to be unavailable.  
 

 
15 The implementing agency clarified the financial statement requirement during the prebid clarification meeting on 9 

February 2017. 
16 The detailed evaluation of the bidders’ financial qualification was documented in Appendix 8: Financial Evaluation of 

the Technical Bid Evaluation Report.  
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33. The difficulty and delays in providing procurement-related documents reflects the lack of a 
systematic record keeping at the Road Department. Other factors that contributed to the finding 
are (i) the reorganizations of the IA in 2017 and 2019, and (ii) the lack of proper handover of 
documents upon staff turnover.17  
 
34. Failure to appropriately maintain project records reduces the transparency and 
accountability and control over the project’s procurement processes. Inadequate record-keeping 
elevates the project integrity risks, due to the increased opportunities for potential violations to 
remain unnoticed and/or untraceable. 
 
35. Recommendation. The Road Department should improve its record management system 
related to procurement by implementing guidelines on document management, including the filing, 
retention and handover of documents in case of change of staff. The Road Department should also 
consider implementing an electronic document filing system, whenever possible. 
 

III. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
 
36. OAI recognizes the efforts of the Road Department for the implementation of the project 
and continued resilience during the time of the COVID-19 pandemic. Generally, project integrity 
risks are managed through the Road Department’s internal controls, processes and systems, and 
through ADB’s oversight. However, the findings noted in this report, if not addressed before the 
next procurement process, may continue to expose this and future ADB projects to increased 
integrity risks.  
 
37. The lessons drawn from this PIR will strengthen internal controls in the procurement 
process and will contribute to preventing the project from the loss of funds posed by error, fraud or 
corruption. OAI recommends that the Road Department continues to enhance the procurement 
capacity of officers and staff in the BEC through their participation in trainings on specific 
procurement processes related to the findings of this PIR. OAI encourages CWRD to continue 
collaborating with the Government of Armenia to strengthen its commitment to promote 
transparency, fairness and accountability in this project and other projects in Armenia. 

 
38. OAI requests MTAI, Road Department, and CWRD to address the PIR recommendations, 
and CWRD to monitor the Road Department’s progress in implementation of the recommendations 
and provide periodic updates to OAI by sharing back-to-office reports after each review mission. 
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17 OAI acknowledges the negative impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic on the implementing agency’s operations, which 

may have increased the difficulty to provide the requested project documents to OAI. However, the lack of systematic 
and documented record management process greatly attributed to the finding.  
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